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The Convergence of Animal Rights and Communication Technologies

Today, grassroots activism with the help of communication technologies makes

viable an effort to save the world’s animals from cruelty and needless suffering. This

effort is grounded in a rich history of people striving for like-minded ethical animal

protection but without modern tools. Looking back reveals a timeline of animal activists

and their modes of promoting an often unpopular agenda. Starting with the ancients, we

can explore ideas about using animals as food and about the proper care of non-human

creatures. Exploring the past helps us see how animal rights activism came into being and

why some believe animals should not to be treated cruelly even if they are to be our food

source. Looking at activism in the 21st century and at new methods of educating the

public reveals how communication technologies can be used by groups with different

agendas; it is possible to promote ideas in opposition to animal rights with the same

technology that supports activism. From agri-business and factory farming to massive

dairy operations we see that, in many ways, society continues to turn a blind eye to the

plight of animals. If modern technologies are to be part of the solution to this problem,

we must understand how previous, current, and future communication efforts relate to

animal activism.

It’s tempting to look at the vast assortment of contemporary tools (websites,

blogs, wikis, videos, etc.) and assume that the combination of animal activism and

communication technologies is a recent phenomenon. However, a rich history links

present day and past activists. While the primary tool philosophers and activists of old

had was writing and speech-making, Jay David Bolter sums up how today’s
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communication via computers is linked to the past. “Ancient and modern writing is a

technology . . . It is a method for arranging verbal thoughts in a visual space” (35).

Researching these earlier links will prevent us from falling into the trap of thinking that

advances in communication technologies alone will allow us to address issues of animal

welfare. Many activists work to eliminate the abuse of animals, and they now do it with

not only writing (blogs and websites) but also the visual, and aural brought right to the

viewer. But, to understand the possible future of animal activism, we need to look at the

relationships between these emerging communication tools and a host of other concerns

like politics, economics, and education. As media scholar Henry Jenkins tells us, “if we

focus on the technology, the battle will be lost before we even begin to fight” (52). Still

we can also make use of emerging technologies to address these surrounding concerns in

ways not possible in earlier efforts at animal activism. If we understand their limits and

possibilities, we can use these tools to educate society and promote real changes in

animal welfare.

Ancient Conceptions of Animal Welfare

When did people become aware of animals as sentient beings? Is animal welfare a

fairly new concern? Our distant past, which is recorded in the Chauvet caves in the South

of France, tells us even our Paleolithic ancestors marveled at the wildlife around them.

The Chauvet caves represent perhaps the first depiction of animals as more than a simple

source of food: “The nature of the bestiary represented is very unusual, with

rhinoceroses, lions and  bears. The animals most often depicted in Paleolithic caverns are

the same as those that were hunted. . . . At Chauvet-Pont-d'Arc, dangerous animals, who
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did not figure on Paleolithic menus, are largely dominant” (Chauvet np). One difficulty

with drawing conclusions about animal rights from such ancient expressions is the

possibility of misinterpretation, but we can at least conclude that recorded history of the

relationship between animals and humans begins with the assumption that animals are not

just sources of food. In the book Picturing Texts, the authors note, “we can only guess

why the images were painted . . . but the kinds of artifacts found there, including ancient

bear skulls, leads us to believe that the site was of great cultural importance and that the

images there said something meaningful” (2).

The caves are also of note for what they tell us about the earliest efforts to

communicate concerns related to animals:

The techniques utilized to represent the animals are also surprising,

especially the use of shading and perspective. These refinements contrast

greatly with [other Paleolithic] images that we are accustomed to

seeing . . . A large number of the black paintings are so similar that they

must have been the work of a single, master artist. Or, at the least, this

artist may have been accompanied a few others (acolytes, assistants) who

shared the same conventions and techniques. (Chauvet np)

The emphasis on artistic elements in the cave paintings hints at the spiritual and

emotional connections that form one of the basic assumptions beneath the animal rights

movement. There are also hints at communication dynamics that will grow in importance

as the animal rights movement evolves. The images suggest some of the earliest moments

of an author being associated with a piece of communication. Further, they hint at early

versions of collaborative authorship. The images tell us much about human-animal

relationships and communication. These people surely killed animals for food, but

through their drawings they honored their food source and indicated a positive
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relationship between humans and animals. In these paintings we see a sense of awe and

respect.

Records from later cultures also reveal assumptions about animal welfare and

lessons about communication. East Indian teachings around 500 BCE include Jainism.

Jainism, represented by the teachings of Mahavira, offers what are most likely the first

cruelty-free ideas toward animals. The Jainist belief that, “all breathing, existing, living,

sentient creatures should not be slain, nor treated with violence, nor abused, nor

tormented, nor driven away” (Animal Rights History np) enlightens us to the beauty of a

cruelty-free perception.

While the Greeks are often associated with epic poems of war, Hesiod, one of the

earliest poets, presents a different picture. His poems of agriculture and peace, along with

references to the purer diet, opened up questions to the public regarding the violence

involved in human-animal relationships. Lora Stone tells us, “Hesiod’s Works and Days,

from the eighth century BCE, associates a nonviolent, fleshless diet with the Golden Age

of the Past, an age superseded by a series of ages that are progressively violent and

increasingly meat-based” (Stone 14). The Orphic Society followed a strict aesthetic law

when it came to food. No doubt this law had a spiritual dimension, but it also forecasts an

assumption that is central to many of the animal rights campaigns of today, the notion

that animal welfare is linked to human ethical concerns. Pythogoras, a philosopher who

lived around the same time as Mahavira, directed his followers as well as politicians "not

to sacrifice animals to the Gods, nor by any means to injure animals, but to observe most

solicitous justice towards them.” Additional proclamations by Pythagoras and

Empedocles furthered this movement toward associating animal well-being with human
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morality.

These classic sentiments also help us further understand animal rights in terms of

communication.  For the ancient Greeks, giving speeches tended to wake up the public.

The Greeks perfected oral presentation, and this could be considered their best

technology. While speeches needed hand gestures, voice training for amplification, and a

good vocabulary, it was the “delivery” that mattered, “communicating the message in

such a way that it would be accepted and attended to rather than refused, (or) ignored”

(Economics of Attention 24). These delivery techniques, however, lead to questions

regarding the ethical uses of communication. These questions culminate in many ways in

the belief expressed by Quintillian that in order to be a good orator, one must be a good

person. This belief would seem to link animal welfare with efforts to communicate, as

they both become moral activities. However, the suggestion that one must be ethical to be

a good communicator eventually turns into more of a question than a statement.

(Electronic Word 155). As we shall see later, communication skills can be put to use on

both sides of animal welfare debates.

Early Modern Conceptions of Animal Welfare

Because ancient animal rights communicators had only images, speeches, and

hand-written words to pass along their agenda, their thoughts and beliefs were localized.

All of that changed with the advent of the printing press and the wider dissemination of

ideas that accompanied it. Sir Thomas More wrote in Utopia,

Or what delight can there be, and not rather displeasure in hearing the

barking and howling of dogs? Or what greater pleasure is there to be felt,
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when a dog followeth a hare, then when a dog followeth a dog? For one

thing is done in both, that is to say, running, if thou hast pleasure therein.

But if the hope of slaughter, and the expectation of tearing in pieces the

beast doth pleas thee: thou shouldst rather be moved with pity to see a silly

innocent hare murdered of a dog: the weak of the stronger, the fearful of

the fierce, the innocent of the cruel and unmerciful. (Animal Rights

History np)

More’s Utopia was published initially in 1515 and later translated into English after his

death. While it did not spark a fire storm of animal rights concerns, it does show how

wider dissemination was providing opportunities to push issues into the public

consciousness as the term ‘utopia” quickly became shorthand for a vision of an idealized

society (Sir Thomas More np).

In Writing Space, Jay David Bolter tells us, “each culture and each age has its

own economy of writing. There is a dynamic relationship between the materials and the

techniques of writing, and a less obvious but no less important relationship between

materials and technique on the one hand and the genres and uses of writing on the other”

(37). We can see these relationships in a letter written in 1748 by an anonymous author

and printed in The London Magazine: “THO' I hope we have the permission of the

Almighty to kill his good creatures for our sustenance, yet I cannot but believe that the

kind, the merciful and good Being, who created them, expects us to use them tenderly,

and when, thro' necessity, we kill them, to take away their lives in the most merciful

manner” (Animal Rights History np). The assumption that, even if used as a food source,

animals should be treated humanely has taken root among activists. The growing reach of

publication has made disseminating such ideas more practical, and allows people to
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express their ethical beliefs through emerging channels. As people viewed the ill

treatment of animals, they were moved to petition the rest of the population to use their

better judgment, just as groups today are moved to blog and create websites to enlist

support for their cause.

During the subsequent centuries many philosophers, clergy, and educators wrote

treatises on animal welfare. In the early 1900s Mark Twain wrote beautifully, but sadly,

from an animal’s perspective of the hostilities and harshness that become a dog’s burden

during a scientific experiment and of a horse traded time and again. Twain is of note for

the way his reflections and writing experiments also take up emerging forms of

technology. Twain wrote,

I am trying get the hang of this new fangled writing machine, but am not

making a shining success of it. However this is the first attempt I have

ever made, & yet I perceive that I shall soon & easily acquire a fine

facility in its use. . . .The machine has several virtues. I believe it will print

faster than I can write. One may lean back in his chair & work it. It piles

an awful stack of words on one page. It don't muss things or scatter ink

blots around. Of course it saves paper. (The Typewriter np)

As history shows us, sensitive, thinking people, through education and enlightened

philosophy, have brought together animal welfare concerns and technologies to express

their activist goals. Today, we too hope our own messengers can do the same, but with a

more powerful tool for their delivery.
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Fig. 1. Defenders of Wildlife Web Site, 1996

Contemporary Conceptions of Animal Welfare

Fortunately, when it comes to contemporary communication technologies, animal

welfare groups are some of the

most sophisticated

communicators around. One way

to get a sense of this

sophistication is to chart the

development of their

communication strategies over

the last decade. Defenders of

Wildlife has an excellent current

website, but we can learn

something by taking a look at

their website from 1997. The very first Defenders of Wildlife site calls to mind the article

“Is There a There in Cyberspace” by John Perry Barlow. Barlow suggests, “the central

question of the Virtual Age is whether or not prana can somehow be made to fit through

any medium but the act of Being There.” Prana, the Hindu term for “breath or spirit,” is

essential for Barlow. Cyberspace lacks the physical, where touch, smell, gestures, and

diversity produce elements of being and a sense of connection. How can we achieve these

things on a website? The old Defenders site has no prana. It does educate, inform, and

enlist help for a good cause, but the only connection comes through words and a sense of

attaining a certain goal. Even the way this old site is set up looks like a list of things to
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Fig. 2. Defenders of Wildlife Web Site, 2007

do.

When we look at the new site, a kind of prana or spirit comes seeping in through

the visual. Every photo reveals the beauty of each animal; videos elicit an internal

discussion of the importance of

caring for these creatures. The

Defenders of Wildlife, PETA,

and so many others have

discovered how important these

visual connections are for

promoting their causes. These

strategies hearken back to

ancient efforts at

communication, recalling

pictorial messages and ethical concerns

about persuasion: “Quintillian . . . believed emotional appeals to be perhaps the most

powerful arguments to sway an audience. Visualization is the key to the most powerful

means of arousing emotion” (Learning from the Past 57). This swaying visual appeal

suggests in part the emotional movements of prana.

Another aspect of Barlow’s prana can be seen in the human connections and

activities that activist sites now promote. One of our most powerful messengers today is

PETA. This group alone has over three million members. PETA’s website demonstrates

how sophisticated this animal rights group has become when using communication

technologies. PETA’s site includes appealing visual elements as well as all of the social
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Fig. 4. Body by Milk Web Site, 2007

Fig. 3. PETA Web Site

connection tools of modern

Web sites. But PETA has also

harnessed television, blogs,

news releases, videos,

countless images, and

celebrity testimonials. There is

a video featuring world

leaders making animal noises.

At the end of the video a short silence

ensues, the phrase “animals have no voice” comes across a black screen, then “donate to

PETA.” However, the more we study the PETA Web site the more we need to ask about

these slick uses of technology. Hearkening back to earlier questions about the

relationships between ethics and communication, between good presentations and good

intentions, we can see

that these technologies

and communication

strategies can be a

double-edged sword.

While PETA is

presenting sophisticated

campaigns about the

ethical treatment of animals, there are

other groups out in cyberspace with slick websites that try to convince us to either drink
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more milk, eat more meat, or consume something that no doubt threatens the welfare of

animals. For example, as good as the PETA website is, it cannot compare to the Body by

Milk site. This site is geared toward young people complete with MP3 players, games,

celebrity adds, news, and the look of a virtual world. You could almost mistake this site

for the virtual world Second Life. This site just feels young and energetic. In

“Cybernations: Identity, Self-determination, Democracy and the ‘Internet Effect’ in the

Emerging Information Order,” Kurt Mills discusses the pros and cons of information

technology. Mills warns us not to become too utopian in our views of the positive uses of

the internet. Anyone can post anything they want in cyberspace and there are no

gatekeepers to keep the riff raff out.

Mills writes, “on the one hand, the Internet is making non-territorially based

identities more viable or “virtually” more real. On the other, the same bundle of

technologies is reifying old-fashioned ethnic/national/communal territorially based

identifications. A contradiction?” The contradiction is that almost anything can be made

to look good or bad using these emerging communication technologies. Just as online

media can be used to bring people together and promote activism, it can also be a

sophisticated means to manipulate ideas and spread propaganda. From this perspective,

we can revisit the Body by Milk website and recognize that its aim is to help agribusiness

seek more profit. If this website convinces a whole generation that milk will make you

look like a movie star or a flashy blond singer, then “old-fashioned . . . identification” of

technology with business interests will ultimately hinder animal welfare. Still, if the

PETA site, which shows graphic animal cruelty, makes you donate to their cause or

moves you to become vegan, then they too have been successful with the power of

persuasion using emerging communication technologies.

These possibilities for using the communication resources to either promote or
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hinder animal welfare require that we step back again. When PETA started in 1980, there

wasn’t an internet to spread the word about animal cruelty. PETA’s newsletter The

Animal Times was the primary way to circulate information. Television was one other

way to be seen. PETA produced many ads that were considered too racy or controversial

for prime time but that gained attention to their cause. They also employed outrageous

attention getters like naked girls and guys with sandwich boards stating, “I’d rather go

naked than wear fur.” Much like Sir Thomas Moore and other historical activists, PETA

did what it could with the written word and other means of persuasion. These operations

reveal that it’s possible for activism efforts to take place without the latest technologies.

Consider, another interest group that has been around for forty years in the UK,

CIWF—Compassion in World Farming. When CIWF was started in 1967 by dairy

farmer Peter Roberts, he and his wife realized the ravages of intensive, low welfare

farming. Their group was an anomaly in the world where factory farming was booming

and few people cared to recognize the abuse of farm animals. These economic issues are

central to animal welfare. Food policy manager at CIWF, Rowen West-Henzell urges

people to pay more for cruelty free meat and eat less meat—all of this is good advice. He

adds that, “increased meat prices would allow farmers to de-intensify production,

providing their animals with a comfortable living environment,” and “meat prices have

been kept low for years, made possible by low-welfare production systems and

supermarket price competition” (CIWF np). The low-welfare farming model suggests

that we don’t care about animals, they have no feelings, and therefore can be treated with

only profit in mind—they are a senseless commodity.

CIWF has been a leader in fighting low-welfare farming models. While they

didn’t have the internet or new technologies to spread their information they did achieve

many of their goals of ridding the UK of veal crates, sow stalls, and battery cages for
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chickens. Their grassroots efforts made a difference in the treatment of animals. If you

watch the very visual YouTube video documenting the successes of CIWF

(http://www.ciwf.org.uk/40/achievements.html) you realize that much of their success

stems from efforts not directly connected to the latest technologies; often political efforts,

grass roots lobbying, and traditional activism have been their main methods. CIWF helps

us see that perhaps the most helpful way of understanding contemporary animal welfare

efforts and communication is with a conception of convergence like that put forth by

Henry Jenkins. Media alone cannot account for the movements that have taken place over

the last few decades. Still, media has played an important role, a role that is represented

by the YouTube video and other emerging technologies. The film documents traditional

activism efforts and successes, but also depicts hens and pigs stuffed into cages, young

calves tied with tethers around their necks, and baby chicks being dumped into crates.

The contrasts in this film move from bleak, to promising, then back to the harsh world of

animal cruelty on factory farms, then the video ends on a positive uplifting note.  All of

which sends the message “we can make a difference.”

Thinking about convergence guides us toward awareness of traditional activism

efforts but also invites us to consider the promise of new technologies. Being part of the

blogoshere has created thousands of online partners for groups such as PETA, CIWF, and

the International Fund for Animal Welfare or IFAW. When the IFAW wanted to bring

awareness to the globe about Canada’s commercial seal hunt they created a blog called

Stopthesealhunt.org. This blog is full of different views and opinions; it has built a

community with the common goal to stop the hunt, and it offers updated information on

Canada’s efforts to restrict journalists and deny observer permits. Contributors to this
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blog include activists all over the world as well as local and indigenous Canadians. One

blogger, an Inuit, wrote,

But there are other seal hunters in Canada besides the Inuits, who hunt

baby seals with baseball bats (see picture and website), and skin them -

often when they are still alive (someone who believes that a seal is nothing

but a natural resource will not find it necessary to check if a seal is still

alive before skinning it), only to sell the fur to the fashion industry; as the

fur is loaded on big trucks, most of the seal carcasses are simply

abandoned on the ice . . . This, in my opinion, is something different. It is

an indifference to the plight of the baby seals that can only be justified by

seeing the baby seals as senseless products. And since they are not

senseless products, we all have a duty to oppose the latter kind of senseless

seal hunt. (IFAW np)

The IFAW makes great use of their website and blog to institute new models of activism

based on online communities. They also have a presence in Second Life, the virtual world

where universities set up virtual classrooms and businesses set up shop. By establishing a

presence in these spaces, groups like IFAW ensure that activists can continue to educate

the public about animal rights.

Converging technologies of communication may also open the door for new

relationships to form between activists and experts. In his article “Sentience and Rights,”

Tom Regan, the now retired philosophy professor at North Carolina State University,

writes “the great mass of humanity will never change their views about how animals

should be treated unless or until they change their views about who these (non-humans)
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are. For this very reason, all of us who spend sleepless nights waiting for this day to dawn

must be forever grateful to the many scientific and other advances being made in our

understanding of animal sentience” (85). Regan is mostly speaking to the researchers

who work to reveal that animals have emotions, but he could just as easily be pointing to

Jenkins’s discussion of concepts like Pierre Lévy’s “collective intelligence.” Fully

addressing animal welfare issues will ultimately involve a combination of cultural,

scientific, ethical, and personal perspectives. “The types of questions that thrive in

collective intelligence . . . are open ended and profoundly interdisciplinary; they slip and

slide across borders and draw on the combined knowledge of a more diverse community”

(52).

The only way the mass of humanity can change their thinking about animals is

through combinations where powerful tools like the internet, websites, blogs, YouTube,

and wikis, utilize scholarship, ethics, education, and technology to create a more

thoughtful society. In Ideology of Progress, World Culture, and Animal Protection, Lora

Stone warns that the 6 billion people on this earth will double in less than fifty years. We

cannot continue to feed meat to all of these people. Raising meat requires much more

land, water and grain than a vegetarian diet.  The website from the Center for Biological

Diversity (http://www.biologicaldiversity.org/swcbd/index.html) explains this fact and

goes into great detail about how to solve the crisis of destructive practices on land, water,

and air. Such combinations of education and activism are rapidly increasing. The CIWF

recently organized a major conference with over 600 people from fifty countries,

compiled the proceedings in a book, and also highlighted the issues covered on the

website, http://www.ciwf.org.uk/education/international.html. These efforts represent
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perfect examples of convergence culture giving power to citizens to become full

participants in a cause that will enhance their lives just by becoming more educated

consumers. Jenkins writes, “no sooner is a new technology . . . released to the public than

diverse grassroots communities begin to tinker with it, expanding its functionality,

hacking its code, and pushing it into a more participatory direction” (244). The Animal

Legal Defense Fund does this. Years ago, ALDF had to get their message across with

only a newsletter and a hotline. The hotline helped students and teachers get support

when they objected to dissection in high school and college. Now the ALDF has a site

(http://aldf.org/) where an individual can donate to the cause, where people can find

resources for animal law questions, and where law students and law professionals can

work to promote animal rights. Activists now have opportunities to interact with experts

and policy makers as they confront the reality of animal abuse and welfare.

Analysis and Conclusion

As I look from the past to the present of animal activism, and then consider the

future, I see a pattern emerge that seems to become wider and spreads like a web. In the

past there was a small group of ascetics who viewed the world from what might be called

an elevated plane. Only through refined thinking and basic writings could they hope to

make a change. Pythogoras and Hesiod are both associated with non-violence and a

vegetarian diet. Through their close contacts they developed a kind of cruelty free

community. Still, these efforts have proven invaluable in the animal welfare movement.

Lora Stone explains that, “the Vedic, Buddhist, Judaic, Christian, and Islamic traditions,
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all considered world-level belief systems, have texts and practices that either espouse

ethical vegetarianism or provide support for adopting ethical vegetarianism”(14). All of

these religions have some pro animal views. But, by and large animal protection did not

spread until the Victorian era. Even as philosophers and activists through their writing,

thinking, and conversing tried to promote their agenda it is, as Jenkins says, “media…

[that] evolves, and delivers” (13). That is how our activists today survive and thrive. Only

through media that is evolving, (e.g., iPhone, wikis, Second Life, websites, and blogs)

can animal rights be an educational web that reaches people by not only helping them get

their message out but also bringing them together.

The main problem today with technology and animal activisim is, as Kurt Mills

points out, the fact that media can be manipulated in different ways to promote any

particular cause.  Look back at the Body by Milk site, then take a look at the McDonalds

website (http://www.mcdonalds.com/usa/eat.html). Both of these sites appear upbeat,

savvy to fitness and health, and they are pointing their profit radar toward a youthful

audience. However, everyone knows McDonalds is not a real choice for health or fitness

and fast food and agribusiness do anything but promote animal welfare. So, as far as I can

see, the solution is in line with Jenkins’s thinking that the democratization of media can

get more people involved whereby more civic action will take place. Earlier media

models, “assumed a world where consumers had little direct power to shape media

content and faced enormous barriers to entry into the market place, whereas the new

digital environment expands the scope and reach of consumer activities” (215). People

will still eat meat, drink milk, and hunt animals, but with media that can educate, and the

emergence of online grassroots campaigns, consumers can now participate and learn to
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make wiser choices.

Looking over the animal rights sites and seeing the advanced and professional

uses of technology I am optimistic that these causes will not only survive but will thrive

in their quest to help those who cannot help themselves. It is not just that these sites are

well done, but that they have a moral and communal prana in their presentation. The

moral question of sentience will be explored, but now this idea will reach across the

world through emerging media. Not everyone will pay attention, but now, more than

ever, people can choose to participate.

While researching this essay I found a tremendous number of websites that took

positions on one side or the other of the animal rights debate. Only by sifting through

these sites could I begin to see how important my own participation is when it comes to

evaluating information. I now share the insights I’ve gathered on my own blog. I still eat

meat, but I’ve learned to eat less, buy more locally grown foods, buy better foods and

always buy cruelty free. As John Webster believes, we have a social contract with

animals—“yes, they work and die for us, but in return we recognize their capacity to

suffer and do our best to keep them ‘fit and happy’ throughout their lives” (xxii). These

are not new insights. However, I hope that through grass roots activism, education, and

emerging technologies I can be part of the process through which they become

everyone’s insights.
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